


Hello everyone!

The DIGI/TERAOKA Group is “Creating New Standards” in the market with cutting edge 

technologies and solutions, and providing customers worldwide with new value. Although 

new standards are likely to become more common as time goes by, it is DIGI/TERAOKA’s 

dedicated philosophy to shatter the existing equilibrium (balance), take the initiative 

to create new standards, and search for a brand-new equilibrium (balance). This is what 

“SEARCHING FOR A NEW BALANCE” actually means.

Our activities to create new standards are not only related to the research and development 

of new products. This philosophy has also taken root in our production factories. Our 

Japanese factory (DIGI I’s) located in the Tohoku region (Iwate Prefecture) continues to 

manufacture high-quality products for export around the world. We have prepared this 

booklet as an opportunity to let you know about the DIGI/TERAOKA Group by introducing 

the factory to you.

There are a lot of interesting places to see near the factory. This area has been an active 

production site for castings for hundreds of years and is famous for Nanbu-tekki ironware, 

a Japanese traditional craft. Although there are differences in the methods used between 

such handcraft and our state-of-the-art factory, they have skills and techniques in common 

that have been transferred over many years.

In addition, the factory is close to “Hiraizumi”, a world heritage site, where you can see 

Japanese culture such as beautiful temples and gardens. Furthermore, you can also enjoy 

the seasonal natural beauty of cherry blossoms and autumn leaves, hot springs, and local 

food specialties. Don’t miss a visit there when you come to our factory.

I’m looking forward to meeting you soon.

Kazuharu Teraoka

Chairman and CEO

Teraoka Seiko Co., Ltd.

SEARCHING FOR A NEW BALANCE
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Located about 500 km north of Tokyo, 

Iwate is the second largest prefecture 

in Japan. The nearest station, Ichinoseki 

Station is about two and half hours 

away from Tokyo Station on the Tohoku 

Shinkansen. The area is full of attractions 

including a world heritage site and 

magnificent nature.

Iwate has been enriched with a refined history, 
and is also blessed with beautiful nature.
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Factory
DIGI I’s, the Japanese factory of the 

DIGI/TERAOKA Group, is located 

in a scenic area. In a wonderful 

environment, the factory produces 

and exports high-quality products 

throughout the world. We continue 

to provide customers with new 

solutions by realizing the DIGI/

TERAOK A Group’s philosophy, 

“Creating New Standards”.

C o n t e n t s

Traditional Craft

Factory

Nature and World Heritage 

Special Products and Foods

Machinery processing
High quality
Manufacturing method
Self  checkout
Surrounding areas

Page  6-23
Nanbu Tekki ironware

Page  24-29

Cherry Blossoms

Geibikei Gorge

Hiraizumi

Hot Springs　

Page  30-43

Maesawagyu beef

Local dishes

Page  44-53

You can watch explanatory videos on the “Factory”, “Nature 

and World Heritage”, and “Specialty Products”. Please enjoy 

watching these videos after reading this booklet. To watch the 

videos, please access the QR codes on p23, p43 and p53.
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DIGI/TERAOKA Group’s 
factory in Japan is searching 
for a new balance.

DIGI I's manufactures many DIGI/

TERAOKA products including 

packaging machines, which are 

exported globally, and innovative 

self checkouts.

Until now and into the future, 

we will supply world-leading 

products of the highest quality 

from Japan with trustworthy 

technology and reliability. 
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a c h i n e r y   

  p r o c e s s i n g  

In machinery processing, the following 

steps are carried out: “cutting processing,” 

where raw materials are cut out with a laser 

processor, “bending processing,” where sheet 

materials are bent with a bender processor, 

and “welding” and “coating” of packaging 

machine frames. In addition, iron, stainless-

steel and other remnants are recycled, and we 

use coatings that are friendly to people and 

the environment.  

Manufacturing of packaging machines starts 
with parts production 

❶ An overall view of the factory where 
machinery processing is carried out. 
Various packaging machine parts are 
produced one after another

❷ Cut raw materials are bent with a 
bender processing machine into complex 
shapes 

❸ Coatings are applied several times, 
including undercoating and over 
coating. Careful operations and precise 
techniques are required

❶ ❷

❸
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A laser processor cuts raw materials into the exact shapes shown in the blueprint. The processor can also handle 
a stainless-steel sheet with a maximum surface area of 1.5  m x 3  m and thickness ranging from 0.5  mm to 6  mm 

Machinery processing
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DIGI I's manufactures packaging machines, self 

checkouts, counting scales, label printers and 

various other products. The DIGI/TERAOKA 

products made here require accurate assembly 

operations to ensure the highest quality.

Accurately assembled products of the highest quality

i g h  q u a l i t y  H

❶

❷

❶ Many female workers engage in 
assembly operations 

❷ Measurement inspection after 
assembling a counting scale
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Original quality checking system 
and clean production environment

Most DIGI/TERAOKA products are precision 

apparatus. For that reason, we employ an 

image verification system that can verify any 

errors in the component layout. Also, the 

inside of the factory is always kept in a clean 

state and LCD components are assembled in a 

dustproof space. This ensures the outstanding 

quality of DIGI/TERAOKA products. 

High quality

❶ Completed products are 
carefully inspected one by one 
with the image verification system

❷ Assembly of LCD components is 
carried out in a special space

❶

❷
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We cater to customer needs and expectations 
with an efficient “cell production system” 

To handle the production of a wide variety 

in small quantities and respond to customer 

requests, we adopt the “cell production 

system,” whereby products are assembled, 

completed and inspected by a team of several 

workers. This method not only ensures a 

supply of products with consistent quality, it 

also minimizes product inventory. 

a n u f a c t u r i n g

   m e t h o d

❶ The upper unit of a packaging machine is 
connected to the main body. Connection is 
made with a hydraulic lever using elaborately 
designed jigs

❷❸ Packaging machines in compliance with 
overseas specifications

❹ Packaging machines started from the 
cutting of raw materials are completed 

❷

❶

❸

❹
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Sales of self checkouts have expanded 
in the Japanese market

Our west factory (about 3,300 m2 in area, 

with a length of 100 m, width 35 m and a 

ceiling height of 4.5 m) is a layout-free space 

with no pillars inside. For the past several 

years, domestic sales of self checkouts have 

grown significantly. DIGI I's is doing all its 

manufacturing single-handedly. 

e l f  c h e c k o u tS

❶ ❷ Self checkouts waiting to be shipped 

❶

❷
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Iwate is an area of abundant, unspoiled 

nature, and DIGI I's is surrounded by paddy 

fields. In this wonderful environment, the 

manufacturing of TERAOKA is carried out. 

u r r o u n d i n g  

  a r e a sS

The magnificent nature of Iwate

❶ Our east factory is engaged 
mainly in the assembly of 
packaging machines 

❷ DIGI I's main building

❸ Rice growing with 
integrated rice-duck farming 
is also carried out 

❷

❶

❸
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DATA

DIGI I's Ltd.

31 Takahata, Maesawa-ku, Ohshu-shi, Iwate 

Traditional Craft

DIGI/TERAOKA Group’s factory in Japan 

https://youtu.be/Ky0h81Fr9KY

WEIGH - WRAP- LABELERS  AW5600

Self checkout

https://youtu.be/8VsvjWFmuMI

https://youtu.be/XUZJbdRLTOw

About 12 km away from the factory 

(about a 20-minute drive) is Mizusawa 

area of Oshu City where Nanbu  

Tekki ironware, a world-famous 

Japanese traditional craft, is made 

by craf tsmen using traditional 

techniques .  Manufac turing i s 

something that Japan is globally 

proud of. An innovative attitude 

to produce excellent products at 

all times is ingrained among the 

people of Iwate Prefecture.

* Distance and driving time is from the  

   factory.
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a n b u  T e k k i  i r o n w a r eN

❶ Mr. Kei Sato is a 
craftsman at Saaki 
Chuzosho foundry. 
He produces iron 
kettles, etc., based on 
old-style techniques 
called “igata (casting 
mould)”

❷ Dots decorated 
on the surface of 
iron kettles are 
called “Arare”, 
one of the Nanbu 
Tekki ironware-like 
embossed patterns 

❶

❷　
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Nanbu Tekki ironware

❶ Ironware is carefully taken out 
of a baking mould by a craftsman 

❷ A craftsman creates tools to 
make igata 

❸ Local soil and sand are used 
as materials for making Nanbu 
Tekki ironware

❷

❸

❹ Oshu City Traditional Crafts Museum/Oshu Nanbu Tekki 
ironware Museum located beside Mizusawa Esashi Station

❺ Various domestic products made of Nanbu Tekki 
ironware are available at the shop 

❻ Works by young craftspeople. Efforts are also put into 
fostering craftspeople

❼ Nanbu Tekki ironware frypans have a good reputation 
as an easy-to-use product 

Entering the building, visitors first 

notice a cupola (melting furnace). In the 

corner is an impressive reproduction of 

a factory from the early Meiji Period. 

Visitors can learn the process of making 

ironware at that time. In the shop 

History of Nanbu Tekki ironware and works 
by Masters of Traditional Crafts are displayed 

❹  

❻  

❺

❼

annexed to the workshop, visitors can 

buy various Nanbu Tekki ironware 

including iron kettles made by Masters 

of Traditional Crafts, and craft wind 

chimes.

Nanbu Tekki ironware is a collective 

term for ironware produced in Iwate 

Prefecture. Nanbu Tekki ironware is said 

to have been started in Oshu City by 

Fujiwara no Kiyohira in the late Heian 

Period by inviting smiths from Omi 

Province (present Shiga Prefecture). 

Nanbu Tekki  i ronware i s  created 

based on traditional techniques, such 

as baking-type and dry-type casting 

moulds, embossed patterns, hada-uchi 

(skin-creation process), and lacquer 

finish, while ironware with modern 

des igns  suitable  for  modern-day 

lifestyles are also created. 

The great traditional craft of Iwatewith a gorge trip 
by boat 

❶



DATA

■ P25-27

Kamatetsubin Kobo Saaki Chuzosho 

15-1 Aza Koyashiki, Hada-cho, Mizusawa-ku, Oshu-shi, Iwate

TEL: 0197-23-6663

■ P28

Oshu City Traditional Crafts Museum / Oshu Nanbu Tekki ironware Museum

1-109 Hada-cho Ekimae, Mizusawa-ku, Oshu-shi, Iwate 

TEL: 0197-23-3333

https://www.youtube.com/channel/dummydummy

※ Cooperation for news gathering 

　　Mizusawa Castiron Foundry Cooperative

　　131 Aza Myosho, Hada-cho, Mizusawa-ku, Oshu-shi, Iwate 
　　TEL: 0197-24-1551
　　http://www.tetsugi.com

Nature and 
　World Heritage 

Near the factory are “Hiraizumi (about 

8 km, a 15-minute drive)”, the world 

heritage site, “Geibikei” (about 20 

km, a 30-minute drive), one of the top 

100 landscapes of Japan, and a viewing 

spot for cherry blossoms (about 12 

km, a 20-minute drive). Driving a 

little further, you can find “Hanamaki 

Hot Springs Village” (about 60 km, 

a 50-minute drive) where you can 

relax your body and soul in the hot 

springs. We strongly recommend you 

to visit there when you visit the 

factory.

* Distances and driving times are from the 

   factory.
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Ch e r r y  

 B l o s s o m s

In front of Mizusawa Racecourse (by 

the Kitakamigawa River) are about 150 

Someiyoshino cherry blossom trees 

along a path of about 800 m. People 

can enjoy the magnificent cherry 

blossoms in the blooming season (mid-

April) when the venue is open to the 

public.

Corridor of more than 150 cherry blossom trees

When the venue is open to the public, it becomes crowded with many 
residents and tourists, including those who like to enjoy free horse rides, 
and barbeques under the cherry blossom trees in full bloom
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Visitors can fully enjoy nature with a boat tour. It takes about 90 minutese i b i k e i  G o r g eG
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Geibikei, one of the top 100 landscapes 

of Japan, is a gorge of some 2 km in 

length, formed by the river eroding the 

surrounding limestone. Cliffs over 50 m 

tall tower along the riverbanks. Visitors 

can enjoy the scenery of four seasons 

from a boat skillfully maneuvered by 

a boatman/boatwoman with a single 

pole. At the climax of the boat tour, the 

boatman/boatwoman sings a traditional 

Japanese folk song called, “Geibi Oiwake.”  　　　　

Geibikei Gorge

Visitors enjoy a fantastic landscape 
with a gorge trip by boat 

❶ Fog after the rain makes the atmosphere even more 
mystical

❷ A boat waiting for travelers to arrive. A beautiful 
landscape stretches out in the background 

❸ “Geibi Oiwake” echoes in the gorge. A boat tour 
reaches its climax with the boatman/boatwoman’s 
singing 

❹ The deep green and gentle flow of the river. A quiet 
time for visitors to relax and reflect 

❺ At a turning point, you can try your hand at throwing 
"lucky" stones into a hole.If you throw your lucky stone 
into an opening on the side of Daigeibigan Rock, it is 
said that your wish will come true (there are ten kinds 
of lucky stones including “happiness” “relationship” and 
“celebration”)

❶

❸

❺

❹
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“The Cultural Heritage of Hiraizumi” was 

inscribed on the World Heritage List at 

the 35 th session of the World Heritage 

Committee held in Paris, France in June 

2011. The property name is “Temples, 

Gardens and Archaeological  Sites 

Representing the Buddhist Pure Land.” 

Oshu Fujiwara was the clan that ruled the Tohoku area in the Heian Period 

and continued for four generations starting from Kiyohira, the founder, 

Motohira, Hidehira and finally Yasuhira. Backed by financial power based 

on gold and horses produced in the area, the Fujiwara clan amassed capital 

equivalent to the Heian-kyo Capital. The founder Kiyohira built an idyllic 

world based on Buddhism with a wish that “the souls of all who died during 

wars be led to the Buddhist Pure Land.” However, the prosperity of the clan 

came to an end as Yasuhira was defeated by Yoritomo Minamoto in 1189.

Hiraizumi is a group of various temples 

and gardens that were created by the 

Oshu Fujiwara clan based on the thought 

of Pure Land Buddhism (the ideal world 

of Buddha), with a wish to create a world 

where war does not exist. 

World Heritage “Hiraizumi”

About the Oshu Fujiwara clan

❶ The building of the Konjikido Golden Hall is covered with 
gold foil and decorated with lacquer, elephant ivory and other 
ornaments. At that time, first-class sculptors of Buddhist images 
and lacquer artists were gathered from the Heian-kyo Capital　 

❷ Kyozo, where Kyoten (sutra or Buddhist scriptures) are placed, 
is known as the best place in the area to see the autumn leaves 

❶ ❷

i r a i z u m iH
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Chuson-ji was founded in 850, and 

Kiyohira, founder of the Oshu Fujiwara 

clan, set about building a temple 

complex. In 1124, the building of the 

Konjiki-do Golden Hall was completed. 

During the heyday, more than 40 

temple buildings were built, which 

became the symbolic existence of 

During the height of Motsu-ji Temple, 

its size and splendour rivaled that 

of Chuson-ji Temple, and the place 

was cal led Ult imate Bl iss  of Pure 

Land. However, it was burnt down 

by repeated fires and no buildings of 

that time remain. In the present day, 

visitors can see the Pure Land garden 

where there are ishigumi rocks (rock 

Hiraizumi

Visitors can enjoy the scenery of Omotesando (front approach) with its over 300-year-old cedar 
trees and breathtaking autumn leaves, all along the way and in the surrounding area

Oizumi ga Ike Pond, which stretches about 180 m from east to west and 90 m from 
north and south reminds visitors of a graceful landscape of the Heian Period

Hiraizumi’s Buddhism culture. There are 

many notable features including the 

front approach covered with old cedar 

trees, Hondo (main hall) and Nogakudo 

(theatre for performing Noh, traditional 

Japanese performance). Visitors can also 

take a rest in a tea ceremony room. 

arrangement) like karesansui (Japanese 

rock gardens created based on the 

uniquely Japanese sense of beauty 

eliminating unnecessary decoration 

and uselessness) mainly around Oizumi 

ga Ike Pond, and the site of buildings 

where monks during the Heian Period 

gathered to live for practices. 
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❶ ❷

Hanamaki Onsenkyo is the largest hot 

spring area in Iwate Prefecture. Visitors 

can choose their accommodation from a 

range of unique inns and hotels in this 

good old hot spring resort, many with 

a popular open-air bath, according to 

their preference and purpose. Staying 

there, travelers can surely feel their fatigue 

melt away.

Ho t  S p r i n g s Hanamaki Onsenkyo (hot spring village) 
is proud of its variety of hot spring inns

❶ Atmospheric hot spring inns 
where the sounds of a babbling 
brook help the guests feel relaxed

❷ In winter, guests can enjoy an 
open-air bath in the snow
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■ p33-36

Geibikei Gorge

467 Nagasaka Aza Machi, Higashiyama-cho, Ichinoseki-shi, Iwate 

Geibi Kanko Center 

TEL: 0191-47-2341

http://www.geibikei.co.jp

■ P37-40   Hiraizumi

Chuson-ji Temple

202 Koromonoseki, Hiraizumi, Hiraizumi-cho, Nishiiwai-gun, Iwate

Motsu-ji Temple

58 Aza Osawa, Hiraizumi, Hiraizumi-cho, Nishiiwai-gun, Iwate

DATA Special 
　Products and Foods

Maesawa area of Oshu City where 

our factory is located, is famous for 

“Maesawagyu beef” which comes 

from finest-quality Japanese black 

cattle. This is served at a restaurant 

near  the  factory  and  many  of 

our visitors enjoy  the taste  of 

Maesawa beef after a factory tour. 

Furthermore, in Ichinoseki (about 17 

km, a 30-minute drive), you can taste 

“Mochi”, a Japanese traditional food 

made from glutinous rice.

* Distance and driving time is from the   

   factory.

Nature and World Heritage 
around DIGI/TERAOKA Group’s Factory in Japan 

https://youtu.be/vZzSpYp0LH4
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a e s a w a g y u  b e e f

❶ Loin steak with a perfect lean-to-
fat balance

❷ Your mouth is filled with the 
sweet fat taste of steak when lightly 
grilled on the stone

❶

❷45 4645 46



❶ A cattle statue welcomes customers 

❷ You can buy meat at the Maesawagyu Ogata 

❸ Customers can buy various parts of beef by weight 

❹ The most popular meat is of course, Maesawagyu steak

❺ A counter scale produced by DIGI I’s is being used 

Maesawagyu beef is a famous food 

representing Iwate Prefecture. It is one 

of the top brands of beef in Japan. The 

marbled beef has a delicately sweet and 

elegant flavor, and Maesawagyu beef 

has a reputation that even those who 

don’t like fat very much can eat as much 

as they want. It is tender, good quality 

beef that seems to melt in your mouth. 

Unrivalled flavour that we want to eat 
at least once in our lives

Maesawagyu beef

❶

❷

❸

❹ ❺
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o c a l  d i s h e sL
❶ You can taste nine typical 
kinds of mochi and zoni 
(Japanese New Year’s soup 
containing mochi) at once

❷ Cheese fondue devised for 
spreading mochi dining culture 

❶

❷

Mochi dining culture passed down from 

the Date clan lives on in Ichinoseki/

Hiraizumi in Iwate Prefecture. People 

eat mochi (a traditional Japanese food 

made from glutinous rice) on special 

occasions and at seasonal events, and 

You can enjoy over 300 kinds of mochi (rice cake) 

eating etiquette has also been passed 

down. Even today, there are over 300 

kinds of mochi, and you can enjoy a 

wide range of dishes from traditional to 

original ones. 
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❸ At “Kuramoto Restaurant Sekinoichi”,  
you can fully enjoy local dishes using 
locally-sourced ingredients 

❹ The brewery that produces Iwate Kura 
Beer is located next to the restaurant

❺ At “Sekinoichi-shuzou” direct-sale shop, 
you can buy Japanese sake and beer, etc　
　❶ You can compare the taste 

of three kinds of sake: Honjozo 
(genuine brew), Tokubetsu 
junmai-shu (special pure rice) and 
Tokubetsu junmai genshu (special 
pure rice undiluted sake)

❷ You can taste weizen, pale ale, 
red ale and stout

Local dishes

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺
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DATA

■ P45-48

Maesawagyu Ogata 

1-22 Mukaida, Maesawa-ku, Oshu-shi, Iwate

TEL: 0197-56-0298

http://www.maesawagyuogata.com

■ P49-52 

Kuramoto Restaurant Sekinoichi

5-42 Tamura-cho, Ichinoseki-shi, Iwate

TEL: 0191-21-1144

http://sekinoichi.co.jp/cuisine/

Special Products and Foods 
around DIGI/TERAOKA Group’s Factory in Japan

https://youtu.be/7Q8gYdDfQQA
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